
Original Yacker Tracker by AGI - 
Traffic Light Sound Monitor

Product Description • Traffic light is approximately 17 high. • Unit plugs into AC 
120 volt electrical outlet with included UL approved transformer (Input: 100-240V 
AC 50-60Hz, Output: 9V DC 500mA) or can be used with 6 AA alkaline batteries 
(sold separately). • Unit can be self-standing or wall-mounted. • Traffic light is 
computerized with adjustable sound level meter. • Red light counter registers each 
time the red light activates. Push reset button to reset counter to zero. • Decibel 
sensitivity control can be set to operator's choice. Push button to decrease 
sensitivity. Also offers manual operation option of staying on a given light color. • 
Option face stickers provided to add the element of emotion to the lights. • Green 
light stays lit until noise in room goes above set level (determined by user, green 
light is replaced with a flashing yellow light as a warning. When sound level 
reaches 15 dB above set level, the red light and siren are activated. • Voice / Quiet / 
Please in 4 languages or your own recording) and siren options. User has the 
option of turning sounds on or off. • Delayed Alarm Function will sound when 
noise continues for more than 2 seconds.

I bought this in anticipation that I'd have a noisy class. So the first day I used it, 
proved its productiveness. It monitored my class while I conferenced with several 
students. You can adjust the volume or decibels according to the level desired. It 
gives warnings by a flashing yellow light before buzzing loudly. You can even 
alter the buzz sound in exchange for your voice. It has a recording function to 
record your desired phrase. It can plug-in or function with batteries. Although my 
class wasn't as noisy as anticipated, the Yacker Tracker is a fun and friendly 
classroom decor. And my class loves it! It works for me. 

I was skeptical and didn't try it right away, but the noise level in my two pre-k 
classes was continuing to rise as the year went on and I was starting to get 
headaches. I explained how it worked to my kiddos and demonstrated it to them by 
setting it off by talking loudly. It wasn't long before they set it off, but they 
immediately lowered their voices. I raise and lower the sensitivity throughout the 
day based on what we're doing and there is no doubt that it is working. I have two 



half day classes with 17 students each and both classes have been quieter all week 
with no fussing from me. In other words, I get to stop being the noise police bad 
guy. When it goes off, I just shrug and say, It's too noisy in here. It has made 
working with small groups so much easier and more effective. It is also helping 
them to self-monitor their voice levels between activities such as music time and 
quiet time. I would definitely recommend this. 

Got for use in a lunch room - with there was an in between setting - one is too 
sensitive and the next level is not sensitive - also the alert sound is not very 
loud.Product works great and kids like it though. See all 22 customer reviews...

Product Details Sales Rank: #27477 in Office Product Color: Red, Yellow, Green 
Brand: Yacker Tracker Model: CTU3030 Number of items: 1 Dimensions: 19.75 h 
x 5.00 w x 5.75 l, Features Unit plugs into AC 120 volt electrical outlet with 
included UL approved transformer (Input: 100-240V AC 50-60Hz, Output: 9V DC 
500mA) or can be used with 6 AA alkaline batteries (sold seperately). Unit can be 
self-standing or wall-mounted. Traffic light is computerized with adjustable sound 
level meter. Red light counter registers each time the red light activates. Push reset 
button to reset counter to zero. Decibel sensitivity control can be set to operator's 
choice. Push button to devrease sensitivity. Also offers manual operation option of 
staying on a given light color. • Option face stickers provided to add the element of 
emotion ot the lights. • Green light stays lit until noise in room goes above set level 
(determined by user, green light is replaced with a flashing yellow light as a 
warning. When sound level reaches 15 dB above set level, the red light and siren 
are activated. • Voice (Queit Please in 4 languages or your own recording) and siren 
otions. User has the option of turning sounds on or off. • Delayed Alarm Function 
will sound when noise continues for more than 2 seconds. 

More Information (Original Yacker Tracker by AGI - Traffic Light Sound 
Monitor)

Original Yacker Tracker by AGI - Traffic Light Sound Monitor will end up being 
useful. And desire Now i'm an area of enabling you obtain a top-quality 
system.Nonetheless, Hopefully evaluations about it Original Yacker Tracker by 
AGI - Traffic Light Sound Monitor  shape The amazon website.com will end up 
being valuable. And desire I am just an area of assisting you to secure a 
outstanding merchandise. You will find a review and expertise form below. I am 

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B007FIAX9I
https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B007FIAX9I


wanting you can expect to ensure and buying Original Yacker Tracker by AGI - 
Traffic Light Sound Monitor after see this most effective testimonials. You will get 
a encounter and review develop in this article. I am just expecting you can expect 
to be certain Analysis Original Yacker Tracker by AGI - Traffic Light Sound 
Monitor. just after read through this ideal ratings You could be surprised to 
observe how convenient this device might be, so you can feel good recognize that 
this Original Yacker Tracker by AGI - Traffic Light Sound Monitor is one of the 
most popular object in at this time. 

Title :Original Yacker Tracker by AGI - Traffic Light Sound Monitor

PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

Original Yacker Tracker by AGI - Traffic Light 
Sound Monitor Review 
Before Buying Original Yacker Tracker by AGI - Traffic Light Sound Monitor On 
the web, Should be aware of: 

All this Has with providers for us so as to teach you on a well liked over the 
internet shoppers globally. Just click here for wherein really continue to keep 
suppliers. Have got responses by means of shoppers with ordered this name 
Retailer have to include things like reliability Have attained aspect product. Set up 
a while of shipping. Furthermore for you to Locations. As well as the worth of 
shipping and shipping and shipping and delivery. Program to invest in things 
securely. such as Credit standing scores charge card. Have got vote buyer and 
rating reviews. Have price tag and compare cost of vendors.Read More.......
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